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Pakistan (Blood, 1995) but languages that are known to be close ly connecte d
to the ethnic iden ty of people are Punjabi, Sindhi, Pashto a nd Balochi that
belong to the Indo Aryan group of Indo European languages, whereas Brahvi
is a language spoken by a group of people who iden fy themselves as Baloch
but speak Brahvi which belongs to the Dravadian family of languages.

Abstract:

The present study is a part of an ethnographic research that explored the
nego a on between language and ethnicity by inves ga ng the role of language as a

The present study explores the rela on tha t language holds with
ethnicity among Baloch as a linguis cally diverse ethnic group. The Baloch
popula on in Pakistan resides mainly in Balochistan but small por on of it
also lives in Sindh and Punjab. According to the latest census, the total popula on of Baloch is 6 million of which 70% live in Balochistan and the rest in
the other three provinces, as reported in 2005 (Fani et al, 2011).
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The Relationship Between Language
and Ethnicity among Baloch people

raeki but make one single ethnic people. The study speciﬁcally inquired if language is

i.

Sulaimani Baloch

the core value component of Baloch ethnicity. For this purpose one hundred and twenty four young educated Baloch from diﬀerent universi es were purposively sampled for

ii.

Makrani Baloch

atif

Smolicz Cultural Core Value Theory (1981). The analysis of the collected data showed
that most of the par cipants were monolinguals with one of the four languages menoned above. Some were bilingual with Urdu, the lingua franca or with one or more
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languages of the group. The study reveals that whichever language the members of
Baloch ethnic group speak, Balochi language holds an important place for them and it
acts as a strong ethnic iden ty marker and a core value component of ethnicity for this
linguis cally diverse ethnic group.

Key Words: Language, Ethnicity, Baloch , Core Value.
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nography. The collected responses were analysed within the theore cal framework of

The people of these two groups speak two diﬀerent but mutually
intelligible dialects. The popula on of these two groups is divided by an area
populate d by the Brahvi speaking Baloch. These Brahvi speaking Baloch can
also be grouped into two
i.

The Jalawan’s or the low landers

ii.

The Sarawan’s or the High landers
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unstructured interviews while observa on was also used as a necessary tool for eth-
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Baloch can be divided into two main groups
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component and indicator of ethnic iden ty in a linguis cally diverse ethnic group,
Baloch who speak at least four diﬀerent languages i.e Balochi, Brahvi, Sindhi and Si-

The Baloch who today live outside Balochis tan in Sindh and Punjab
and speak Sindhi and Siraeki are an extension of Baloch by coloniza on
through conquest. Their language has changed over genera ons due to their
being under the inﬂuence of their Indian neighbour (Dames, 1904).

Much of the research on the rela onship between language and ethnicity is done on the immigrant popula on in a foreign land where they nego-
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Language plays an important part in determining ethnicity in Pakistan. There are more than twenty languages spoken within the borders of
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The study of E thnicity has remained problema c over the years.
Diﬀerent approaches were used to study the phenomenon but not with full
success due to diﬃculty in categorizing people into ethnic groups and in determining iden ty markers. One of the major issues is the dis tribu on of varied languages, which some mes crosses poli cal boundaries (Emberling,
1997). The popula on under study i.e ‘Baloch’ live in three diﬀerent countries; Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan. Their na onal iden ty might be diﬀerent
but their ethnic ide n ty is one. Such divisions are a comm on phenomenon in
regions that remained under colonialism. The colonial division was ambiguous
because people from diﬀerent groups were made one tribe and similar
groups were given one name. This foreign given name could not become the
iden ty for the group members.

This research is mainly a Sociolinguis c study that also takes insights
from the other discipline of social sciences. Sociolinguis cs itself is a mul disciplinary subject that looks at the working of the language in the socie ty,
whereby language does not stay as an objec ve en ty. Language provides the
ini al informa on about the iden es of the speaker, among which ethnic
iden ty is the foremost (Ali, 1996). E thnicity is a social reality, constructe d
through a social process and cannot be calle d a simple biologica lly determined phenomenon. It is m ore than a s impliﬁed rela on with a family or even
with a clan. Common ancestry is a deﬁning fea ture for an ethnic group but
geographical unity has its own signiﬁcance (Embling, 1997). La nguage is an
important but not an essen al marker of ethnic iden ty (Fishman, 1999). The
varying signiﬁcance of language as an e xpression of ethnicity among diﬀerent
groups in mul lingual and mul cultural socie es of today’s world makes it a
nego ated construct.
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ate their e thnic iden es in response to the dom ina ng ethnici es. But this
study has explored the nego a on between language and ethnicity by invesga ng the role of language as a component and indicator of ethnic iden ty
along with other variables in an indigenous group.

living language and an alive ethnic group. Language therefore some mes determines ethnic ide n ty but is not always an essen al compone nt for ethnicity. On the other hand Kaikkonen, (1996) opines that the ide n ty of an individual is inseparable from his language. Language becomes a reference point for
group iden ty, which brings them closer to those who speak the same language. It is commonali es among the group mem bers, be it na onal or ethnic; that are usually focused for the purpose of enhancing ethnic iden ty and
Kaikkonen believes it to be the e thnic language more than any other aspect of
culture of a group.

Literature Review:
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Language is now studied in a social context, away from its fragmented elements like phonology, morphology, syntax etc. It is now seen in the
context of human behaviour. Weber in Ramahoba (2008) observes that:
“Common language and ritua l regula on of life as determine d by
shared religious beliefs everywhere are conducive to feelings of ethnic aﬃnity, especially since the intelligibility of the behaviours of others is the mos t
fundamental presupposi on of group forma on’. (p.2)
He further says that language makes a group stronger because a
common language facilitates communica on, it is therefore suggested that if
the origin of the ethnic group is linguis c, then the in-group bond would be
stronger. Thus there is a strong link between language and e thnicity.
Language has never remained a sta c phenomenon. Changes within
a language and change of group language aGer years is a regular feature of a
11
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A number of s tudies suggest that language is one of the mos t important elements of e thnic ide n ty. The salience of language as a marker of
ethnicity depe nds on the seBng in which the study is being conducted; moreover language is not included in the studies on ethnicity in all groups. Ethnicity does not become an issue exce pt when seen in the context and in contrast
to other ethnic groups usually in a majority culture (Rosenthal and Hrynevich,
1985). Components of ethnicity are present in a ll groups but the degree of
presence varies.

According to Ramahoba (2008) language can be the means of e xpression within a group but it does not mean tha t a group s pecially an e thnic
group cannot have an exis tence without a common language. Language is a
tool or an instrument for the e xpression and asser on of ethnic iden ty and
by all means improves group cohes ion and strengthens its bonds but language is not ethnicity. Ramahoba studied a Tswana group in Botswana and
found tha t despite having a common language; the members of the group
had diﬀerences in tradi on, history, value system etc. In the same way some
groups shared a single language but were not a s ingle e thnic group due to
poli cal, social and economic circumstances. For example in Bots wana, Babrma, Batswapory shared a single language with Tswana group but did not ide nfy themselves as one ethnic group.
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In a set of diﬀerent studies on components of ethnicity as its indicators, it was found that language is a salient indicator of ethnic ide n ty among
groups. For Hispanics, Spanish language appeared to be a dominant indicator
(Organista, Chun, Mar n, 1998). But in certain cases language was found to
be less signiﬁcant like for Je wish iden ty. Ethnicity, to a large extent is se lfascrip on by a group and various groups deﬁne it by making use of diﬀerent
compone nts of ethnicity.

Language underpins iden ty and this sense of be longing is further
reinforced if the language is or becomes a means of communica on, fulﬁlling
the basic need of the group members. With this mutually intelligible language
it is easier to transmit group’s ideologies and aspira ons among the members. Eleva on of a language to a legally formal status is necessary when an
ethnic group aspires to become a na on, and s uch an eleva on nee ds conscious and deliberate eﬀorts to make the language stand out and look diﬀerent from the languages it comes in contact with (Beswick, 2007).

Mutually intelligible language is the us ual prac ce among the members of an ethnic group but it is not mandatory and com pulsory. There are
ethnic groups where members speak diﬀerent languages but are s ll one ethnic group. The basis of unity among these groups is therefore not the language but other social factors. For example the long exis ng groups like the
Arabs and Jews have moved from their own languages, classica l Arabic and
Hebrew respec vely and now speak diﬀerent vernaculars but the sanc ty
aIached to the language of their holy s criptures has become the means of
uni ng the members of the two groups. In the same way diﬀerent ethnic
iden es in The Unite d States use English for the comm on binding American
iden ty (Emberling, 1997).
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Joso (2009) believes that language is a loose component of e thnicity
among the other ﬁve like religion, race, skin colour and birthplace; as it is the
ﬁrst to be shed from one’s ethnic iden ty especially among immigrants. Ethnicity is one’s rela onship with his e thnic group and any component of ethnicity can dominate the other while forming the basis of this rela onship and
plays its role in further strengthening it. It is usually these compone nts of ethnicity that are manipulated a t the me of ethnic conﬂicts (Ali, 1996).
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Padilla (2000) argues that ancestral heritage can be one of the many
criteria to be iden ﬁed as a member of a certain ethnic group but other aspects of culture such as language use that facilitates inter and intra group
12
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communica on and following of group tradi ons are also per nent criteria. It
is not necessary that all members should fulﬁl all criteria but the sugges on of
demonstra ng at least one criterion to be constructed as a group member of
an ethnic group is also valid, and language is an easily detectable criterion.

what the na ves take as the marker of e thnicity and what the outsider think,
assume and cons ider the inde x of e thnic iden ty for a par cular group.
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Language is not just the chief marker of ethnicity but there have
been cases where it be came the sole marker of ethnic iden ty (Dorion, 1980).
For instance language in Vaupes, especially the Bara language dis nguishes its
speaker from Indians, speaking other languages, where otherwise rest of the
aspects of the culture are quite similar. In other cases in a mul lingual seBng
language becomes one of the several markers of ethnicity along with dress,
food, geographical boundaries, and ways of worshipping etc and therefore
acts as a nego ated cons truct. Two dimensions come into play here, one is
13
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Language has two basic a nd im portant func ons. One is the everyday communica on; the other is representa on of the s peaker. This representa on becomes evide nt in the form of iden es. Linguis c iden es are a
binding as well as a dividing force a t the same me. Joseph (2006) calls linguis c iden es ‘a double edged sword’ (p. 261) which on one hand gives a
sense of belonging to the group mem ber, while on the other hand develops in
him a sense of division betwee n ‘us’ and ‘them’, which carries a nega ve impact and can be dangerous in certain situa ons. Linguis c iden es can be
misinterpreted, as the speech of the person can provoke prejudice and discrimina on. He maintains that na onal and ethnic iden es would always
maIer, no maIer how s trong the majority language might be. There are
hardly any cases where people would abandon their mother tongue completely in favour of a majority and a preferable language.

Ethnic language proﬁciency can be taken as an important factor in
determining ethnic iden ty. Language is perhaps men oned most frequently
as a contributor to ethnic iden ty (Gudykunst and Ting Toomey, 1990 cite d in
Phinney et al, 2001). Ethnic language becomes a kind of a reminder for the
group members about the ir culture, customs, group feeling and e xclusion of
the members of the out-group. It becomes a symbol of cultural solidarity in
this way.
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Starks at el (2005) studied ‘Language as a Marker of Ethnic Iden ty in
New Zealand’ opines that ethnicity is an awareness about oneself which is
maintained by language and religion and one’s own subjec ve feelings, but
such a criteria is not ﬁxed as it changes with the adapta on of the group to
confron ng social forces. In such a situa on language does not remain an
iden ty marker. It can therefore be said that language shiG is a normal phenomenon and other cultural fea tures can replace language as a mark of ide nty. Since ethnicity is a socia l construc on, it is prone to changes as the group
can redeﬁne itself according to the changing circums tances; language be ing
one of those changing indices of iden ty, becomes a nego ated cons truct.

The exte nt to which language becomes the determiner of e thnic
iden ty depends on the s itua on and place, where the group is be ing studied,
makes the rela on between language and e thnicity a nego ated construct.
For instance the immigrant popula on in the Unites States and the minori es
living in Canada m ight not be comparable because Canada is an oﬃcially bilingual country whereas the United States of America has a n immigrant history,
where the reten on of an ethnic language is looked down upon which makes
English only policy implicit. But it should be acknowledged that bilingual educa on gained importance in the United States and the children of the e thnic
minori es are being provided early educa on in their mother tongue. But the
issue of ethnic language reten on remains a controversial one (Rumbant,
1995). Recent research has shown that there is a posi ve rela on between
the reten on of the ethnic language and the development of adolescents of
the minority language groups which are mostly immigrants. Parents in the
immigrant family are desirous to retain their ethnic iden ty through the language, because it’s the language through which they can transfer their own
values and customs to the next genera on, parental socializa on in this context is very important (Cited in Phinney, 2001).
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Fishman (1999) de clares the rela on be tween language and e thnicity
as variable, meaning thereby that some mes language is a prime indicator of
ethnicity while at other mes it becomes op onal. Ethnicity itself is prone to
changes due to the social developments in the society, which oGen mes are
more powerful than ﬁxedness of ethnicity. Grievances among the members
of a minority against the dom ina ng group strengthen ethnic bond. The ethnic language as an index of ethnicity is spoken more among the members of
the dom inated group in such s itua ons.

McCorkle (1955) co relates language and ethnicity by giving a contrast of two Indian groups of South America. One is Fulnio of Brazil who has
been leaving their lands for the last three centuries to preserve their language
in the form of an annual religious func on where their language is of prime
importance. Therefore they retain their iden ty through preserva on of their
language. On the other hand there are Guayqueries in Venezuvella who have
leG the ir aboriginal language, for these people the ir socio economic system
forms the basis of their iden ty (cited in Dorian 1980). Dorian (1980) reports
that the ﬁshermen of East Sutherland have preserved their iden ty through
the use of the ir dis nct language. Their profession of ﬁshing and the ir staple
seafood remained iden ty marker for a long me but now that these people
have leG ﬁshing, they are s ll recognized by their language which is the
ScoBsh variety of Gaelic and the ir mother tongue, besides the interes ng fact
that all of them are ﬂuent in English. T he new genera on who might be more
ﬂuent in English than in their mother tongue s ll iden fy themselves with
Galiac.
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Researchers working on ethnic iden ty have pointed out that language is not an essen al condi on for ethnic ide n ty. For instance, all Irish do
not speak Galiac but s ll iden fy themselves as Irish (Riley, 1975). Members
might use the dominant or a more u litarian language but keep a symbolic
aﬃlia on to the group through group’s language.

Fishman, (1999) argues that one people one language is not as simple a phenome non in today’s mul lingual world as it sounds. Labe ls, which
are ethnic, are not good guides when it comes to language. There are cases
when two groups that cons ider and call themselves diﬀerent speak and behave alike. On the other hand ethnic group may include people who speak
diﬀerent languages. There can be a list of social cha nges in circums tances
where people would redeﬁne themselves like war, migra on or some other
kind of catastrophe. Such transforma on in the socia l matrix can make separate dis nct group out of a s ingle cohesive one. Similarly many sub groups
over a period of me become one large group.
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Fishman (1999) calls the link between language and ethnicity as clear
as well as variable. Clear because most of the me it denotes kinship and refers to a common territorial belonging a nd variable for the reason that somemes language becomes the prime marker of ethnicity and in other cases it is
peripheral or marginal. This link be tween the two is fostered if an e thnic
group has grievances against the majority or the domina ng group. If the language or the people are de nigrated the n the ethnic ide n ty grows stronger
among such people and they would use their ethnic language more than in
the absences of such grievances.
In today’s world of m ul culture and m ul languages, cohesion among
the group members increases with the presence of the other group around,
because an external presence enhances the very no on of ‘us’ and
‘them’ (Kaikkonen, 1996). In many groups the individual names show e thnic
iden ty. In Balochistan, the research site of the present study, the name of
the caste or tribe becomes a part of the name itself. Some mes the person’s
ﬁrst name makes evident, his belonging to a certain ethnic group, for insta nce
few of the typical Baloch names are Shameer, Kiyya, Beburg. (Taken from the
actual research par cipants).
15
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This qualita ve ethnographic study was conducted in Que Ia. QueIa
is the capital of Balochistan, which is by area the largest province of Pakistan.
The study comprised of the mem bers of the indigenous Ba loch popula on.
They hailed from almos t all the adjoining areas and maintained the ir language, culture and iden ty. Non random purposive sampling was done for
this s tudy and the selected par cipants were the young educa ted Baloch who
were well aware of e thnic iden ty among diﬀerent ethnic groups in the area.
Par cipant observa on being the basic strategy used for data colle c on was
supplemented by semi-structured interviews. Further Smolicz’s ‘Core Value
Theory’ was adopted as a theore cal and analy cal framework for data analysis.
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The extent to which language marks the iden ty of an ethnic group
decides the fortune of its people, the members of the group. For instance the
Scots and Catalonians both form strong ethno na onal group, but the civil
society of Ca talan was able to develop a s trong sense of ethnic and regional
iden ty through the promo on of its language and literature. This sense of
iden ty was successfully turned into an ide ology at a na onal level, which
formed the basis for self determina on (Joseph, 2004). May (2001) argues
that language may or may not be a factor for group’s iden ty in most of the
cases, maintaining that every group has a right to maintain ethnolinguis c
iden ty and abandoning the use of language may amount to aba ndoning an
iden ty (cite d in Beswick,2007).

Methodology:

Theore cal and Ana ly cal framework:
The Analy cal framework of this research is Smolicz’s ‘Core Value
Theory’, adopted from humanis c psychology. Cultural/Ethnic Core value
theory is constructed on the no on that every ethnic group has certain traits
which are essen al for it’s existence and maintenance of it’s ide n ty. The
theory examines these building blocks, which are called as core value by
Smolicz. Smolicz (1981) believes that language is a core value for most of the
ethnic groups, so much so that without the ir ethnic language, the groups’
ethnic iden ty remains incom plete and some mes become vulnerable whe n
the language is not maintained over the genera ons. But Smolicz concedes
that for many e thnic groups la nguage does not become the ‘core value’ for
ethnic iden ty, such groups rely on cultural aspects other than language for
the purpose of ide n ﬁca on. The other elements that can form the core value of iden ty can be family structure, religion, descent, racial aﬃlia on, and
cultural aspects such as dress, food, social and cultural norms. The cultural
core values are used not only for reinforcing the group’s iden ty but also to
resist outside pressures of assimila on in a dominant mul ethnic context.
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Language is not necessarily central to the mainte nance of e thnic
iden ty. Hence if second or third genera on Galicians speak liIle or no Galician and aIach liIle importance to this, this does not im ply that they have rejected their sense of Galicianness because they use other core values to construct and dem onstrate their Galician Iden ty (Beswick, 2007). On the other
hand, for some other groups like His panic, Spanis h is more than just a language. Anzaldua (1987) calls linguis c iden ty and e thnic iden ty as ‘twin
skin’ as he says ‘I am my language’. To lose one means to lose the other (cite d
in Gibson, 2004 p.4).
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The traits that form the core value for ethnic iden ty of a certain
group are the ones that diﬀeren ate the group in a mul ethnic state. Beswick
(2007) informs that the core values are not ne cessarily prac ced and exercised by a ll mem bers of the group. Further la nguage can be used to ar culate
these core values but not necessarily used by e thnic group for the demonstraon and depic on of its ethnicity.

Data Ana lysis and Discuss ion:
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Diﬀerent groups have diﬀerent elements as their core value. For example Smolicz (1981) informs that family structure is a core value for Anglo
Saxons and Italians. For other ethnic groups such as Greeks, Chinese, Latvians
and Poles, language is directly related to the ir ethnic iden ty as it forms the
core value of their respec ve cultures. Such groups do maxim um to maintain
their language by retaining it over genera ons. On the other hand Dutch do
not try hard to maintain their language and were found to adopt E nglish on
reaching Australia. It can be said therefore tha t for Dutch ethnicity is not language dependent (Cited in Clyne, 2003).
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The elements such as language, religion, family or some poli cal and
historical idea ls can be come core values for a group. Maintena nce of iden ty
of a group depends on this element of core value. Language is usually taken
to be that component of culture, which forms ‘core value’ for most groups
(Leuner, 2008). Besides fulﬁlling the basic func on of communica on among
the group members, language also acts to indicate the group to which a person belongs.

The two languages of Baloch people that are Balochi and Brahvi were
found to be known by many members and the speakers of these two languages were seen to have a close aﬃnity with each other, more than those
members who speak Sindhi or Siraeki. Interes ngly Balochi and Brahvi are
two very diﬀerent languages; one belongs to the Indo Iranian groups of languages and the other to the Dravedian language family (Ansari, 2007). These
two languages are simultaneously spoken in some Baloch homes for the reason that one parent speaks Balochi and the other speaks Brahvi and the children acquire both the languages at the same me. There are many regions in
Balochistan where Balochi and Brahvi speaking people are harmonious ly living
together as they iden fy themselves with the s ingle ethnic group. The respondent who spoke Sindhi and Siraiki as their ﬁrst la nguage could not speak
Balochi but claimed to understand it or they said so, so tha t they should not
be considered an out group. The claim of the group mem bers to have
knowledge of Balochi language even if its not their mother tongue is a way of
asser ng ethnic iden ty linguis cally by showing associa on with a language
which is not their ﬁrst tongue.
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Smolicz core value theory is the result of his research in Aus tralia,
where he found that every group has some component of the culture that
becomes it’s core and aIain ‘core value’ (Leuner, 2008). Such components
not only become the iden ty marker for the group but also become signiﬁcantly im portant for its e xiste nce. All members are expected to accept this
compone nt as essen al for remaining in the group, in other words rejec on
may result in exclusion. The compone nt of core value is symbolic for the
membership in a group (Clyne, 2003).
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The presence a nd s igniﬁcance of the core values m ight not be the
concern of everyday life of the group but each e lement of the core value carries a heavy symbolic load in itse lf It aims at maintaining the boundary between the in group and the out group; ‘us’ and ‘them’, therefore becomes an
emblem of colle c ve iden ty for a group.

The par cipants of this research were speakers of four diﬀerent languages i.e Balochi, Brahvi, Sindhi and Siraeki. The ini al analysis of linguis c
proﬁles of the par cipants revealed that many of the s peakers of Balochi
knew Brahvi and vice versa. Sindhi and Siraeki were mostly found to be monolinguals but emphasized on the ir Baloch ide n ty apart from the ir language. It
is an interes ng ﬁnding tha t speakers of a diﬀerent language may s ll ide n fy
themselves with the ethnic group. T he par cipants were asked about the linguis c situa on a t home to ﬁnd out whether they have a monolingual or a bi/
mul lingual home. Bilingualism at home was further inves gated if they were
bilinguals with another language of Baloch comm unity or they were bilinguals
with the lingua franca Urdu. The data analysis showed that mos t of the Baloch
homes were monolinguals with one of the four languages already men oned.
Few par cipants said that their homes were bilingual with their e thnic language and Urdu. This is a comm on scenario in Pakistani homes as Urdu is the
language of communica on; it’s a lingua franca and taught as a compulsory
subject at schools.

Researchers have tried to ﬁnd out the ethnic ‘core value’ of diﬀerent
groups especially with regard to language in the recent years. Among communi es like La vian, Greeks, Dutch, Croa an, Chinese, Tamil, all except Dutch
were found to have language as the core value component of their culture
(Omonigi and Fishman, 2005).

Speakers of four languages showed the ir belongingness to a single
ethnic group by agreeing to one single language ‘Balochi’ to be made compulsory in the e duca onal system of Balochistan during the interview whe n
asked about the language tha t should be taught in the schools of Balochistan.
Few of them s uggested Brahvi but the number of such respondents was
markedly less than those who opined tha t it m ust be Balochi. Balochi is a lso
the language of majority popula on of the area and more importantly an ethnic marker of Baloch ethnic iden ty. Balochi is taught in certain areas of Balochistan but not as a compulsory subject. The subject is also oﬀered at the
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To a certain extent language seems to be the core value of Baloch,
but it is not the diﬀeren a ng factor or a characteris c that separates the
group from other e thnolinguis c groups. All Balochi speaking people or to put
it more precisely all pe ople with Balochi as the ir mother tongue are necessarily Baloch but all the speakers of Sindhi and Saraiki might not share Baloch
ethnicity. Smolicz core value theory further iden ﬁes that besides being a
diﬀeren a ng factor, the core value element of culture of an ethnic group
carries vitality and is well maintained by the ethnic group (Beswick,2007).
Language is not common among Ba loch but all the four languages spoken by
them that are Balochi, Brahvi, Saraiki and Sindhi are maintained and all have
ethnolinguis c vitality. All these languages are preferred at homes of the respec ve speakers and acquired by their children. Despite no support at government level is being provided for the maintenance of these regional languages but the speakers themselves are keeping their languages alive by passing them down to the next genera on and by ensuring that it remains a home
language. The case of Baloch might be diﬀerent be cause of the linguis c diversity within the group but it is the common language that not only facilitates communica on but also brings closeness among the group members.
(Ramahoba, 2008).
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The Saraiki and Sindhi speaking Baloch who might not be proﬁcient
in Balochi, advocate Balochi for educa on in Balochistan. Another par cipant
said ‘at this me, it should be Balochi’. The me is cri cal, if Balochi is made
compulsory, it would be acknowledging Baloch iden ty, the group as the majority group in the province and Ba lochistan as their land. With such responses it seems that Balochi language is the core value of this e thnic group. But
then the second most im portant language of the group that is Brahvi whose
speakers are in good number is en rely diﬀerent from Balochi.

To the ques on of what is ce ntral to Baloch iden ty, the spontaneous answer of most of the Balochi speaking and Brahvi speaking people was
“language is central to Baloch ide n ty”. There is an acceptability and consensus over Balochi as the language of the whole group. Language therefore is
central to Baloch iden ty in a way that no maIer whatever language is spoken by any of the group member they give importance to Balochi.
To the last query of the interview the ques on was asked, “Do group
members iden fy themselves more with the language or with the e thnic
group?” All Ba lochi speaking respondents iden ﬁed themselves with the language as well as with the e thnic group. There is no confus ion for them as they
speak Balochi and are ethnically Baloch. But those who speak Brahvi, Saraiki
and Sindhi completely ide n fy themselves with the Baloch ethnic group and
not with their respec ve languages. As I got the following replies ‘ﬁrst I iden fy myself with my tribe, language comes aGerwards because we have Saraiki
and Sindhi speaking Baloch with us’. Another said ‘ I iden fy myself with the
ethnic group, because if people ask me who am I, I will never say I am a Sindhi
I’ll always say I am a Baloch. Khosas are basically Baloch who speak Sindhi, if
you ask any Khosa, what your mother tongue is, he would never say Sindhi he
would say Balochi’.
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A Saraiki speaking par cipant asserted that ‘it should be Balochi because it is our iden ty. The presence of many ethnic and linguis c groups in
Balochistan is a geographical fact which cannot be denied but since I am a
Baloch so I prefer Balochi’. Such sugges ons and recommenda ons are part
of the social dynamics for cons truc ng, asser ng and maintaining Baloch ethnic iden ty. The best way to keep the language alive and maintained is to
make it a part of educa on, which automa cally raises the pres ge of the
language and keeps it as an a live and a working language well in form and
shape. (Beswick, 2007).

sion. Some mes the rela on is so explicit that ‘individuals wear ethnically
charged clothes’ (Clark, 2005 p, 440). In fact there can be doubts about language being the cultural ethnic core value of the linguis cally diverse group
but other parts of culture specia lly the dress that is common among all Baloch
no maIer whether they speak Balochi, Brahvi, Saraiki or Sindhi. They named
it diﬀerently according to their area but the dress was found to be one and
common. Baloch tradi onal dress is an iden ty marker and may be stronger
than the language as the dress is one as agreed by all interviewees and the
languages are at least four. Therefore the dress can be said to be the cultural/
ethnic core value of Baloch along with the language.
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The Sindhi and Siraeki speaking Ba loch also replied in favour of Balochi to be introduced and made compuls ory in the educa onal ins tu ons of
Balochistan. Balochi is taken as a na onal language of Balcoh today so it is
acceptable to all the Baloch irrespec ve of their mother tongues.

A Saraiki speaking respondent replied ‘I iden fy with my ethnic
group basically, because there are Baloch who s peak Sindhi, Saraiki and Brahvi so the joining force is the e thnic group and not the language.’ Another tried
to keep her linguis c iden ty intact by saying, ‘I am a Saraiki speaking Baloch.’
Another emphasized more on her par cular caste that is Khosa than on the
language Sindhi or the ethnic group that is Baloch.
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graduate and the postgraduate levels.

Balochi is seen as one e thnic language for the whole Ba loch comm unity and it is considered as a unifying force for the group members who are
seemed to be divided on linguis c lines. Balochi language is considered to be
central to Baloch iden ty and respondent believed it to be the strongest determining ide n ty markers.

Ethnicity relies and makes use of the material culture for its expres19
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The study explored the cultural core value of a linguis cally diverse
ethnic group, Baloch who are speakers of at least four mutually uninte lligible
languages with special focus on the role of language as an ethnic com ponent
of the ir ethnicity. The s tudy revealed that most of the Balcoh homes are monolingual with one of the four la nguages i.e Balochi, Brahvi, Sindhi or Siraeki.
Some are bilingual e ither with Urdu, which is the lingua franca or with another language of the group. For instance many Balochi s peakers know Brahvi
and vice versa. Siraeki and Sindhi Baloch are oGen monolinguals but they emphasize their Baloch ethnic iden ty apart from their linguis c iden ty. These
speakers of varied languages iden fy themselves as one group and community. Balochi as a language is their iden ty marker irrespec ve of their mother
tongue. It has a s pecial place for the group members; they want it to be made
a compuls ory language in the educa onal ins tu ons of Balochistan s ince it is
the language of the majority. Balochi is taken as a na onal language for
Baloch today. It is the language that asserts Baloch iden ty. The data indicate
that Balochi is a core value com ponent of this e thnic group. Despite liIle support from the government, the speakers of Balochi along with those who do
not speak this language but iden fy themselves as Baloch are trying to maintain it. There are other similar shared iden ty markers like the common culture, customs, values, dress, food history etc. but Balochi as a language s ll
holds an important place as core value com ponent of the group iden ty.
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